
Make the most out of your reading experience. Now it's easier than ever to discover new books and like-minded readers. BookFusion lets you read, share, organize, bookmark and sync all your books. Sign Up Now Learn More. Access thousands of books from your favourite authors and more Go to Bookstore. BookFusion for Business. Easily distribute and share books with members of your organization for businesses, non-profits and schools. Learn More. BookFusion for Publishers & Authors. The Confusion is a novel by Neal Stephenson. It is the second volume in The Baroque Cycle and consists of two sections or books, Bonanza and The Juncto. In 2005, The Confusion won the Locus Award, together with The System of the World, also by Stephenson. Like the other volumes in the series, Confusion was written as multiple novels. However, unlike in the other two volumes of the Series, the two novels are set in concurrent periods. In the publication of the two novels as a single volume, Stephenson About Confusion of confusions After several dramatic works and novels, in 1688 Jospeh de la Vega published "Confusion de Confusiones". Taking the form of a dialogue between a philosopher, a merchant and a shareholder, it describes the workings of the Amsterdam stock exchange. Founded in 1602, the latter was the first one in the world to be created.